Librarians in the 1980s are experiencing the information explosion, the influx of automated systems, and the retrenchment of budget cutbacks compounded by soaring operating costs. At no time has the tension between our potential capabilities and our limited resources seemed more acute. We are also faced with an irksome "culture lag" in which the general public maintains an antiquated view of librarians, assuming that they still function outside the realm of technological advancement and social science management systems. Library organizations themselves often are fractionalized by ''old school" self-images and policies that cling to the limited caretaker approach to librarianship and hold back the progressive efforts of "new school" professionals.
In order to counter the disparity between what we might be able to accomplish and what our budgets will allow us to do, we must focus attention on our funding sources. Stronger support will be forthcoming only if our image improves and our services seem worthwhile. How to achieve this goal is a long-standing issue, and "librarians from time immemorial have tried to interpret their services to their clientele." 1 Only recently, however, have libraries sought to use a systematic marketing approach. With guaranteed funding and a secure place in society, libraries of the past operated with a production orientation like business firms in pre-affluent societies. They assumed that demand for their product would continue forever and customers would always be plentiful. 2 The library's collection, its card catalog, and its traditional reference and circulation services seemed adequate enough to serve its patrons, and efforts need only be expended on producing these ''products. '' 3 Even with the advent of more difficult and uncertain times, libraries have usually stopped short of a comprehensive marketing plan. They often adopt a sales approach and propagandize their services without analyzing user needs beforehand or instituting long-range programs. Prod- uct satisfaction tends to decrease as the sales pitch increases. Credibility is diminished and users grow distrustful of future messages. 4 The marketing approach represents a radical change in philosophy because it requires systematic planning and operates on the principle of exchange. Programs are instituted to fulfill user needs. The buyer selects the product that the seller provides without the seller having to use any force or threat mechanism. In business terms, the seller anticipates buyer needs and adapts his products to these needs as they grow, change, or diminish. Major American business firms began to invest in consumer research to measure consumer needs and satisfaction in the mid-1950s. By the 1970s, a "broadened concept of marketing'' evolved among theorists who realized that marketing behavior could function in other situations besides the conventional exchange of goods and services for money. 5 Philip Kotler, perhaps the leading marketing theorist, recognizes that "the transposition of a conceptual system from one domain (the profit sector) to another (the nonprofit sector) poses a number of challenges that call for a new creative conceptualization. " 6 It is the purpose of this study to analyze and redefine marketing terms as they relate to library service and to provide an example of a basic library marketing instrument used by the University of Missouri-Kansas City (UMKC) Law Library: a mailing for new-materials promotion called the Acquisitions List.
THE MARKETING MIX
The philosophical concept behind marketing strategy, that it is based on exchange techniques rather than on threat or force systems, is obviously applicable to nonprofit organizations generally and to libraries in particular. Kotler cites the example of a local police department offering protective services in exchange for tax monies and cooperation from citizens. He also points out that churches offer members religious services and experiences in exchange for cooperation and support. 7 Like other nonprofit organizations, libraries are already in existence because they fulfill a need for the community or educational institution. Libraries even have some advantage over corporations trying to P-romote products of little intrinsic worth. 8 It is the adaptation of marketing tools that requires redefinition and creative conceptualization. The marketing toolsproduct design, pricing, communication, and distribution work together in a ''marketing mix. " 9 Communication alone cannot sell a product. An article of clothing, for example, must be the style and quality as advertised, it must be tagged for the right price and size, it must be in the right store with sales consultants to identify it and explain it to the customer, and the store must have cashiers to conduct the sale. The production tasks must back up and fulfill the communications message. When the mix is successful and all units of the organization place user needs in top priority, the result is integrated marketing. to Each of the marketing tools correlates with a library system. A design department of a fashion merchandising business will plan a new line or adaptation of suit coats; an acquisitions department of a library will make collection development plans and select new books and materials accordingly. Commercial articles are priced and tagged for sale; books and serials are cataloged, and classification labels are put on each item. Products for actual sale are distributed to stores and put on their appropriate racks with salespersons to assist them; books are put on shelves in libraries with circulation and reference personnel to help users find what they need and to check out the materials.
These production tasks are established parts of business procedures, and they have traditionally been a part of libraries. The public relations element of the marketing mix, communications, has been incorporated in the sales orientation. The need to appeal to their various publics for support caused both profit and nonprofit organizations to communicate a sales message. But the sales technique operated on the assumption that the production tools could function separately. As used in libraries, the sales message simply tried to push users to accept what the library wanted to give them on the library's terms. 11 The marketing orientation, however, uses sales communication as part of a mix with the production tools. This requires planning and evaluation. For instance, fiscal reports would not be put together sporadically on a moment's notice for the purpose of selling the case for increased funding. The procedure would be organized to produce reports on a regular basis in an established, complete format. The planned reports would have more credibility, be easier to interpret, and get better results. Other tasks would not be disrupted, and all concerned would be contributing to a vital part of the library's marketing stratagem.
Marketing in the library can be shown graphically, then, to be composed of four basic units: (1) the production tasks; (2) sales communication; (3) the publics; (4) the marketing dimension (see figure 1) . The production tasks are initiated by acquisitions and work toward the distribution of library materials. All of the production tasks feed into the communications commitment. Communications affect all of the library's publics who in turn respond, if all goes well, with continued patronage and support.
In the marketing orientation, all of these activities receive input from planning and evaluation. Planning changes as programs are reassessed. A marketing sentiment without planned programs does not · suffice. Kotler warns that "many organizations agree that a major purpose of an organization is to serve customers, but they fail nevertheless to take the necessary organizational steps to implement the marketing concept. " 12
The UMKC Law Library has instituted new materials promotion projects in each of the three communications areas shown in figure 1 : display, publication, and fiscal reporting. New books are displayed at a constant location in the circulation area. An acquisitions list is published on a regular basis, and acquisitions expenditures are reported monthly providing a running total of fund allocation unit balances and total balances. Because library publishing is a well-established, dynamic area of promotion, the remainder of this article will focus on that topic. The UMKC Law Library Acquisitions List will serve as an example.
LIBRARY PUBLISHING The library field clearly recognizes the -value of publishing as a public relations device. Publishing has been called the "long arm of the librarian" penetrating the organization and disseminating policy beyond the library itsel£. 13 The very existence of a publication assures the library of recognition:
The library which does not produce a printed or duplicated publication of any kind will not be as well known as one that does, for the library's name alone on the publication must be a reminder of the library's existence, and even the very small publications have a surprisin~ power of penetration within the community. Some libraries even attempt to use publishing as an income source in itself. Recently it even seems that "virtually every library authority is either publishing or considering the introduction of a publications programme.' ' 15 One·has only to look in the news sections of the Record or the New Library World to discover the increasing trend towards libraries acting as publishers. 16 A case in point is the Folger Shakespeare Library, which assumed full responsibility for its publications in 1977. 17 These works tend to publicize single events, such as exhibitions or displays. Sometimes the library's holdings are used as a basis for the work. Often, however, the library's only connection is its publishing role alone. While such activity reveals the movement of libraries toward the commercial sector, it does not demonstrate a marketing technique serving as an extension and communication of production tasks as Kotler has described.
An expedient publication device, an active publicity mechanism providing a systematic announcement of library services, is the acquisitions list/newsletter publication. A copy is placed on display at the public card catalog for students and the general public. Due to supplemental funding during the 1980-81 fiscal year, the UMKC Law Library was able to increase monograph purchasing from a subsistence level. It became desirable to publicize these purchases to patrons in order to: (1) increase awareness of the new service; (2) assist research needs of faculty and area attQJ"neys; and (3) help establish increased monograph purchasing as an ongoing contribution to the law-library collection. In addition to meeting these goals, the new publication would inform patrons of new policies, organizational changes, and general news items.
LAW OF THE UNITED STATES
To provide a concise, clear, and consistent format, AACR2 format is followed without the main entry line. Each item, then, is treated like a title main entry. In this way, the content of the book, as reflected by the title, catches the eye first. The entries are arranged under Library of Congress subject division headings with the call number to the far left of the page (see figure 2) .
The Acquisitions List produced an immediate impact upon the faculty and library publics. The acquisitions librarian received requests for additions and changes to the mailing list. Faculty members sought out books from the List and area law librarians asked for additional information at their attorneys' requests . Major policy changes announced in the publication met with overall patron cooperation. Also, a state budget crisis in Missouri that curtailed subscription purchasing and threatened to eliminate monograph ordering was countered by contributions from the legal community.
These general responses to the List and to library policies indicate that the publication successfully fulfilled its goals. However, the marketing orientation requires a more concrete measurement of consumer satisfaction. 25 To demonstrate responsiveness and flexibility to user needs, an organization should conduct periodic surveys to get feedback regarding their specific services. 26 To measure the effectiveness of the Acquisitions List, the acquisitions librarian designed and distributed a survey garding format were positive, and 28 percent requested a format change.
After a marketing-oriented library measures user satisfaction, it must modify its behavior accordingly. 27 The above summary of results indicates a positive response. In addition, the results section revealed that the List increased library usage slightly and increased user appreciation by 77 percent. The survey, however, did provide a forum for some critical commentary. Question 4 of the format section elicited two major criticisms. The subject headings were considered to be too broad by some respondents, particularly the Law of the United States section. Other respondents expressed a desire for annotated entries to provide content analysis.
As a result of these comments, the Acquisitions List has been revised. The Law of the United States section now is broken down. into subcategories according to the KF classification schedule. Annotations are provided when the title seems too broad, when the title might be misleading, or in instances when further description might add interest (see figure 4) .
A more serious problem, as revealed by the first section of the survey, was the unbalanced distribution of respondents. Eighteen out of a possible thirty-one librarians responded to the survery, whereas only four of a possible twenty-LAW OF THE UNITED STATES one faculty members returned the survey. An 83 percent nonresponse level in one group raises the question of a large nonuser population. As evidenced by the experience of the Samuel Chase Law Library, CA/SDI programs directed solely towards law-school faculty can be instituted successfully in cases where ''faculty did not see the library's services as anything but peripheral to their teaching and research pursuits. "
28 A communications program directed solely toward faculty members obviously will need to be considered in further planning and evaluation at the UMKC Law Library. Hopefully, this paper will demonstrate that marketing techniques can emerge as a natural extension of production tasks, feeding into the communications commitment, then to be modified by ongoing planning and evaluation. Even marketing experts themselves can recognize the need for library systems to create their marketing programs themselves:
Marketing talent for the not-for-profit sector is best "home grown." It is far easier for professionals from the government, health, education, and library science sectors to learn what they must about marketing than it is for marketers from the private sector to overcome the many barriers to their becominJ effective in a new and strange environment.
